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ABSTRACT

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Mixed Waste Integrated Program (MWIP) has as one of i_ tasks

the identification of a decision methodology and key decision criteria for the selection methodology. The

aim of a muiticriteria analysis is to provide an instrument for a systematic evaluation of distinct alternative

projects. Determination of this methodology will clarify (1) the factors used to evaluate these alternatives,
(2) the evaluator's view of the importance of the factors, and (3) the relative value of each alternative. The

selected methodology must consider the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and

Liability. Act (CERCLA) decision-making criteria for application to the analysis technology subsystems

developed by the DOE Office of Technology Development.

This report contains a compilation of several decision methodologies developed in various national

laboratories, institutions, and universities. The purpose of these methodologies may vary, but the core of

the decision attributes are very, similar. Six approaches were briefly analyzed: from these six, in addition

to recommendations made by the MWIP technical support group leaders and CERCLA, the final decision

methodology was extracted. Descriptions of these methodologies included (1) a performance-based

selection filter developed by Idaho National Engineering Laboratoo', (2) a multiattribute technology

evaluation developed by Los Alamos National Laboratory, (3) a fuzzy set multicriteria methodology that
has been applied to environmental problems, (4) a decision methodology suggested for application at Oak

Ridge National Laboratory, (5) a decision methodology developed between federal agencies and the Western

Governors' Association, and (6) a decision methodology developed and applied by the Pacific Northwest
Laboratory.

Slight variations are observed in the many methodologies developed by different groups, but most of the

analyzed methodologies address similar aspects for the most part. These common aspects were the core

of the methodology suggested in this report for use within MWIP for the selection of technologies. The

set of criteria compiled and developed for this report have been grouped in five categories: (1) process

effectiveness, (2) developmental status, (3) life-cycle cost, (4) implementabilit),', and (5) regulatory

compliance.

It has been recommended in meetings involving MWIP and DOE-EM-30 that the decision methodology

be applied in two phases. The first phase must involve primarily technical aspects such as the ones

included in the categories, process effectiveness, developmental status, life cycle-cost, and implementability.

In addition, the first phase should include some elements from the regulatory, compliance category such as

complying with regulations, meeting discharge requirements and requirements for final waste. Phase one

of the methodology must act as a first screening method for selecting treatment processes. Once the first

screen delivers a set of treatment technologies based on technical issues, then one can apply the second

phase which includes some nontechnical issues such as public acceptance, conditions external to site

permits, and others. This general procedure will simpli_, the selection methodology because technical

issues are simpler to evaluate. Once the number of viable technologies have been narrowed, then one can

apply the second phase with nontechnical elements that are normally more difficult to evaluate for each

technology.

ix



The selection methodology has to be approved bv DOE-Headquarters before it is deployed. This report will
be submitted to DOE-HQ for its analysis and implementation. Changes suggested from this review process
will be incorporated in the methodology.



I. INTRODUCTION

This report addresses the problem of selecting mixed waste management technologies from a suite of

alternatives. In general terms, once the alternative technologies are obtained, a ranking procedure should

follow, indicating an order of preference by which the decision maker should establish his/her final decision.

It is well known that mixed waste management is a multicriteria decision problem Multicriteria analysis

is based on the premise that outcomes of the various decision criteria need not necessarily be transformed

into monetary, units in order to arrive at a comprehensive comparison of different project outcomes, Other

elements besides the traditional monetary, evaluation method_, such as social cost-benefit analysis and cost-

effectiveness analysis must be taken into account--particularly when public concern is involved m the

decision-making process.

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Mixed Waste Integrated Program (MWIP) has as one of its tasks

the identification of a decision methodology and key decision criteria for the selection methodology. The

aim of a multicriteria analysis is to provide an instrument for a systematic evaluation of distinct alternative

projects. Results of this task will clarify (1) the factors used to evaluate these alternatives, (2) the

importance of the factors, and (3) the relative value of each alternative. The selected methodology must

consider the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) decision-

making criteria for application to the analysis of technology subsystems developed by the DOE Office of

Technology Development (OTD).

During FY 1993, work has been performed to identify the multicriteria decision methodology requested by

MWIP. Furthermore, this report presents a compilation of existing methodologies that aim at solving the

problem of multicriteria decision analysis in mixed low-level waste processes. The results of this

compilation in addition to other sources of information will drive the recommended multicriteria decision

methodology to be used by DOE MWIP and other projects.

Based on these objectives, the second section of this report describes a series of selection methodologies,

some of which have been suggested as selection tools for use bv national laboratories or have been reported

as viable tools for any problem in which multicriteria decision making is involved. Six approaches will
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be briefly analyzed; from these six in addition to recommendations made bv the MWIP technical support

group (TSG) leaders and CERCLA, the recommended decision methodology will be extracted. Descriptions

of these methodologies will include (1) a performance-based selection filter developed by Idaho National

Engineering Laboratory. (INEL), _ (2) a muitianribute technology evaluation developed by Los Alamos

National Laboratory (LANL),: (3) a fuzzy-set muitlcritena methodology that has been applied to

environmental problems, 3 (4) a decision methodology suggested for application at Oak Ridge National

Laboratory. (ORNL),' (5) a decision-methodology effort developed between federal agencies and the

Western Governors' Association, 5 and (6) a decision-methodology effort developed and applied by the

Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL). 6

Section 3 includes considerations and recommendations about selection methodologies made by the different

MWIP TSG leaders on the respective technical area status reports (TASRs) and CERCLA. The TSG

TSARs analyzed were the low-level mixed-waste final form group, the chemical/physical treatment group,

the waste destruction and stabilization group, and the off-gas treatment technologies group. Section 4

describes the recommended methodology to MWlP that incorporates elements of the methodologies

described in Sect. 2 and the considerations of Sect. 3. The recommended multicriteria decision

methodology has been adapted for the specific case of MWIP technology selection. Finally, Sect. 5

provides an analysis of the recommended selection methodology.



2. MULTICRITERIA DECISION METHODOLOGIES

2.1 INEL PERFORMANCE-BASED TECHNOLOGY SELECTION FILTER APPLICATION i

This methodologywas developedbasedon the mission of the INEL Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration

(BWID) SystemsAnalysis. The missionidentifies andevaluatesystemsfor thecradle-to-graveremediation

of transuranic(TRU)-contaminated Waste Pits and Trencheslocatedwithin the SubsurfaceDisposal Area

(SDA) of INEL's RadioactiveWaste ManagementComplex (RWMC), The objectivesof the projectwere

• Direct DOE resources to develop technically sound and cost-effective systems for the complete

remediation of DOE buried waste sites.

• Guide the selection and technical justification for the development and demonstration of

technologies within the BWID program.

• Identify system technology gaps and define quantitative performance requirements for

technologies associated with the remediation of DOE Complex buried wastes.

The methodology developed by INEL provides a formalized selection process wherein technologies and

systems are rated and assessments are made based on performance measures and regulatory and technical

requirements. The results are auditable and can be validated with field data.

The basic idea of the selection filter recommended by INEL is illustrated in Fig. 1. Essentially, the system

requirements are formulated by producing the configuration options, which are translated into a series of

technology process options and the viability, of each is analyzed. The viable alternatives are then subjected

to the trade-off study. Those alternatives with high scores are then considered for technology development.

The alternatives with low scores are then modified with innovative technologies for reconsideration of their

viability.



ORNL DWG #93-15285
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Fig. 1. General methodology to filter technologies.
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The heart of the decision methodology resides in the trade-off studies. INEL has implemented a decision

methodology consisting of three areas of analysis: (1) effectiveness, (2) implementability, and (3) cost.

Figure 2 illustrates the composition of each of these areas.

Everyoneof theseitemsis evaluatedby meansof calculationsmadewith formulasderivedfrom text found

in EPA/G-85/003 (Guidance on Feasibility Studies Under CERCLA ). Formulas give values between 0 and

1 (represented by the E values). These formulas are as follows:

1. Volume ,eduction. This score assesses the ability of the system to reduce waste, volume. A

measurable way of expressing this is net output volume divided by net input volume:

=I - v0/v,,

where

Vo = volume of output material from the process, and

V_ = volume of waste matrix.

2. Waste generation. This scores the ability of the system to minimize waste generation. A measurable

way of expressing this is the ratio of the volume of contaminated process material to the volume of

input:

- v,/v,,
)

where

V8 = volume of contaminated process material produced by the system, and

V, = volume of waste matrix.



ORNL DWG #93-15286
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Fig. 2. Composition of criteria categories.
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3, Complic_ce with A RA Rs, This item is measured as the degree to which process-specific ARARs ,-u'e

satisfied:

E3 - e/_,,,_,

where

E = total number of process-specific ARARs satisfied by the technology process option,

and

E,_ = maximum number of process-specific ARARs associated with any of the initial suite

of options being considered.

4. Flexibility of design. This scores assesses the flexibility, of the system or subsystems after

construction:

E, - PdF,,

where

Fs = number of functional subelements within a configuration option whose requirements

are satisfied with commercial off-the-shelf technologies (COTs), and

F, = total number of functional subelements in the configuration option.

5. Reconfigurability. This scores assesses the ability, to reconfigure the system or subsystem after

construction:

E5-r,/r,=,

where

F, = total number of functional subelements in the configuration option, and

F,..= number of functional subelements in any of the initial suite of configuration options

being considered.



6. Robustness. This is a measure of the system's abili_' to accommodate unanticipated inputs without

modification to the system'

E6 = NOSIN,,_,

where

NOS = number of predefined out-of-scope inputs (as defined in the input system

requirements) that the system can remediate, and

N._ = number of predefined out-of-scope inputs defined in the input system

requirements.

7. Expected lifetime. This measures the abiliky of the system to remain operational throughout the

remediation process:

- r,lL ,

where

Tt = time until line-item and capital-equipment replacement costs exceed 50% of

acquisition costs, and

7', = time required to remediate V

8. A variability. This is measured as the fraction of time during the remediation process that the system

is available:

- t,lt,,

where

to = time during the remediation process that the system is available, and

tr = time duration of the remediation process.
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9. Throughput. This parameter measures the time per unit of waste remediated:

where

T, = time to remediate V_, years,

V_ = volume of waste matrix, m3, and

K, = normalizing site-specific constant used to force this measure between 0 and 1,

m3/year.

10. Effective benefit. This is measured as the time required to remediate 50% of the waste.

Elo - 1 - ThiT_,,
1

whore

Th = time to remediate 50% of the V,, years, and

T,,u = maximum time (years) allowed for the remediation process.

11. EnvironmentPublic health. This score assesses the ability of the system to maintain a safe

environment.

Ell - 1 - CJ C_ ,

where

C. = total capital expenses which are important to safety items, and

Cm = total life-cycle cost.

12. Technical risk. This parameter assesses the proportion of the system that has been

demonstrated under similar waste and site conditions, plus the proportion of the system that

is similar to technology demonstrated under similar waste and site conditions:
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where

C_ = number of subelements in a configuration option whose requirements are

satisfied with technologies that have been demonstrated under similar site and

waste conditions,

C, = number of subelements in a configuration option whose requirements are

satisfied with technologies which are similar to technologies demonstrated

under similar site and waste conditions, and

F, = total number of functional subelements in a configuration option.

13. Noncarcinogenic safety risk. This parameter assesses the ability of the system to maintain a

safe environment:

12 -- 1 - RplR_,

where

Rp = hazard index with the process, and

R,,p = hazard index without the process.

14. Carcinogenic safety risk. This score assesses the ability of the system to maintain a safe

environment:

13 = 1 - R_/R_,

where

Rpc = cancer incidence (× IE-6) with the process, and

R,pc = cancer incidence (x IE-6) without the process.
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15. System implementability. This score assesses the demonstrability of the system:
J

l_ .. 1 - C,I F,.

where

C. = number of subelements in the configuration option whose requirements are

satisfied with technologies that cannot be demonstrated prior to full-scale

implementation, and

Ft = total number of functional subelements in the configuration option.

16. Site conditions. This score assesses the site conditions (is based on the ratio of number of

subelements previously fielded and operated in a similar environment to the number of

subelements in the system):

15--(Cd+C,)/r,,

where

Ca = number of functional subelements in a configuration option whose

requirements are satisfied with technologies that have been demonstrated

under similar site and waste conditions,

C, = number of functional subelements in a configuration option whose

requirements are satisfied with technologies which are similar to technologies

demonstrated under similar site and waste conditions, and

F t = total number of functional subelements in a configuration option.

17. Conditions external to site--permits. This score assesses the number of permits required to

perform remediation activities:
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where

Np = estimated gross number of permits required to perform remediation.

18. Off-site disposal. This parameter assesses the fraction of waste that cannot be moved to off-

site disposal:

where

Who= volume of waste that cannot be moved to off site disposal, and

V, = volume of waste matrix.

19. Complexity of operations--cn_lomation. This parameter estimates the level of automation:

18=O/L,

where

O - number of hours of operations required for the remediation, and

L -- total labor hours required to operate the remediation system.

20. Complexity of operations--training. This parameter assesses the mean number of years of

specialized training required to operate the system:

19= - rlr. ,

where

Y,_ = mean number of years of specialized training required to operate the

remediation system, and

Y,._, = maximum mean number of years of specialized training among the initial set

of options considered.
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21. Time to demonstrate. This parameter assesses the critical path time from initiation of design

to initial operation at demonstration:

11o= I - TdlT,,_ ,

where

T_ = time required until the system can be demonstrated, years, and

T,_= = maximum time allowed for remediation process, years.

22. Implementation risk. This parameter assesses the scheduled time from evaluation of design

to beginning of operations:

Itl = 1 - Tl,,r,,,_,

where

Tb, = time (years) it takes to build and begin operation of the remediation system,

and

T,,_, = maximum time (years) allowed for the remediation process.

23. Life-cycle cost. This parameter assesses t'_e cost per unit of waste remediated.

Cl = 1 - C,./C,,,,,_ ,

where

C., = life-cycle cost, and

C,,,,.,,,= maximum life-cycle cost of all processesinitially considered.

In order to rank the alternatives using these parameters, an aggregation procedure must follow.

The aggregation procedure is explained in Sect. 4.2.2.
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2.2 LANL MULTIA'ITRIBUTE TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION

LANL has developed a multiattribute technology evaluation methodology that has been presented

for consideration for DOE programs such as the Mixed Waste Treatment Project (MWTP). 2 The

Office of Operations of Waste Management (OWM) has established the MWTP to implement

treatment of mixed low-level waste. The OTD has established the MWIP to address the lack of

mixed-waste treatment technologies, treatment capacity, and disposal criteria. The MWIP has

established TSGs that focus on specific areas of technical need (e.g., front-end waste handling,

chemical/physical treatment, waste destruction and stabilization, off-gas technology, and final waste

form).

A simplified, integrated view of the previous efforts is that they are all concerned with identifying

new technologies and developing those that show the most promise. This goal is to be

accomplished at several "integrated demonstration" sites that have a mix of waste streams

representative of a significant portion of the waste streams found throughout DOE. The purpose

of an integrated demonstration is to make it convenient and economical to test promising

technologies.

Thus, it becomes the responsibility of national programs (MWIP and MWTP) and the entities

within the national programs (TSGs) to choose those technologies to be demonstrated and then to

select those for further development. These selection functions are the concern of this report.

Selection could be carried out by a single person based on one or two subjective criteria.

However, a more desirable approach would be to obtain a group-consensus selection based upon

a methodical consideration of all the relevant criteria. The LANL muitiattribute technology

evaluation defines two methodologies: prescreening and postevalua.on methodologies.
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2.2.1 Prescreening Methodology

The prescreening methodology is a preliminary selection to determine which technologies should

be demonstrated. It is used when funding restriction is an issue and when there are more

technologies than funding permits testing. This methodology recommends a list of the following

six criteria:

• implementability,

. effectiveness,

• applicability (versatility),

• compliance (or acceptability),

• cost, and

• leverage(or resourcessharing).

lmplementability, This parameter gives high scores to technologies that can likely maintain short

schedules (demonstration, pilot, and production); that exhibit high levels of maturity, development

and availability; and that are simple, rugged, and easy to maintain.

Effectiveness. This parameter gives high scores to technologies that can easily scale to a high

throughput and that have high destruction efficiencies, high waste retrieval rates, large volume

reductions, and low consumption of consumables.

Applicability. This parameter gives high scores to technologies that can treat the most urgent

needs and the greatest number of waste streams, that can treat wastes out of compliance, and that

can treat wastes that change composition and volume.

Compliance. This parameter gives high scores to technologies that exhibit the highest regulatory

compliance, that are most easily permitted, that display the most thorough monitoring, that show

the least risk, and that produce the most desirable waste form,
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Cost. This parameter gives high scores to technologies that are most cost-effective, that have the

lowest life-cycle costs, and that reduce production costs.

Leverage. This parameter gives high scores to technologies that are new and innovative, that are

not currently being funded, and that exhibit private-sector or other-party interest.

Scoring the criteria is accomplished by first mentally ranking the competing technologies according

to the perception of their ability to meet the described constituents of the criterion. Then ranking

is divided into high, medium, and low ranges. Each technology is given a numerical score of 3,

2, or 1, respectively. This methodology will have relevance in most prescreening evaluations. The

criteria factors need to be weighted. LANL suggests the following weighting factors:

• I .tplementability = 0.25

• Effectiveness = 0.25

• Applicability = 0.25

• Compliance = 0.1

• Cost = 0.1

• Leverage = 0.05

The total score is given by

- E(w . so,

where

W, = the respective weighting factor,

S, = the assigned numerical score.

The alternatives are then ranked according to a decreasing score.
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2.2.2 Postevaluation Methodology

This variation of the methodology suggests that, after a technology has been demonstrated, enough

knowledge will be available to make a more objective evaluation. The methodology is based on

the following list of categories and subcategories:

. effectiveness

contaminationcontrol,

destructionand removal efficiency (DRE),

volumereduction,and

w final waste form;

. applicability

m scaleability,

priority waste streams, and

-- robustness;

• implementability

simplicity,

-- level of development and availability,

permitability, and

off-site disposal;

• cost: life-cycle unit cost;

• acceptability

public acceptance,

-- regulatory compliance, and

safety risk; and
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* operability

maintainability,

availability,

automation,and

training.

These subcategories can be evaluated in either of two ways (formulas or figures-of-merits). In

some cases the parameter can be calculated by means of a formula or by assigning a score based
!

on appropriate values for the parameter. The subcategories are defined as follows:

1. Contamination control. This criterion assesses the ability of a technology to control the spread

of radioactive and hazardous contaminants. The scores for this parameter start with a value

of 8. Deductions are made as follows:

2 if there is particulate carryover.,

2 if there is metal volatilization (>2000*F),

2 if there is NO_ formation, and

2 if secondary discharge treatment is required.

2. Destruction and removal efficiency. This criterion assesses the ability of the technology to

remove unwanted contaminants from the waste stream:

S= 10 -DRE,

The alternative judgmental scoring gives

S = 10 if all contaminants are likely to be removed to regulation standards,

S = 5 if only target contaminants are removed to regulation standards, and

S = 0 if additional treatment is required to meet regulation standards.
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3. Volume reduction. This criterion assesses the ability of the technology to reduce the original

waste form:

S = 10 •[1- (Vj/V_)],

where

V/ = final volume of waste, m_, and

V_ = initial volume of waste, m3.

The alternative judgmental scoring gives

S = 8 if an above-average reduction of waste volume.

S = 5 if an average reduction of waste volume,

S = 2 if a below-average reduction of waste volume, and

S = 0 if the technology increases the volume of waste.

4. Final waste form. This criterion is a measure of the long-term stability of the technology's

least stable final waste form'

S= 10" (L - L._/(Lma z - L,m),

where

L,,_, = stable lifetime of glass.

Lm,_ = stable lifetime required by land disposal restrictions (LDRs), and

L = estimated stable lifetime of this technology's least stable final waste form.

The alternative judgmental scoring gives

S = 8 if the final waste form is glass, rock, or better;
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S = 5 if the final waste form is better than cement; and

S = 2 if the final waste form just meets minimum LDR requirements.

5. Scaleability. This criterion assesses the ability of a technology to lower per-unit processing

costs by utilizing larger plants to treat larger waste streams. If the capital cost can be

expressed proportional to a volumetric flow rate raised to an exponent (C _ QF.xP),then

S = 10"(1 - EXP).

The alternative judgmental scoring gives

S = 8 if doubling the processing capacity increases the capital less than 50%,

S = 5 if large waste streams are sought to make the technology economically

attractive, and

S = 2 if increased capacity can be obtained only by adding more units or if

scaling estimates are not provided.

6. Priority waste strewn. This criterion assesses the ability of a technology to treat the most

important waste streams:

S = 10 ' E(TtP,)/E(P_) ,

where

P_ = the relative importance of waste stream i, and

T_ = the yes/no (1 for yes, 0 for no) indication of the technology's ability to

treat waste stream i.

7. Robustness. This criterion measures the ability of a technology to accommodate the expected

campaign changes and daily variations as well as unanticipated spikes in the waste stream rate

and composition:

S - 10 • (1 - DE/E),
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E = the most influential parameter (e.g., energy, consumable, or residence time

required per kilogram of waste treated) controlling the treatment of off-

design waste stream input, and

DE = the required change in E to treat the off-design input.

The alternative judgmental scoring gives

S = 8 if only small inefficiencies are encountered while treating off-design input,

S = 5 if off-design inputs can be handled by accepting inefficient operation, and

S = 2 if special precautions (e.g., pretreatment) aretaken to avoid off-design

inputs.

8. Simplicity. This criterion assesses the simplicity of the system:

S= 10" iV,.=- U)I(U,,=- U_=),

where

U,,,= = maximum number of unit operations encountered,

U,,,,,, = minimum number of unit operations encountered, and

U = number of unit operations in the current operations.

The alternative judgmental scoring gives

S = 8 if below average number of unit operations,

S = 5 if average or normal number of unit operations, and

S = 2 if above-average number of unit operations.
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9. Level of development and availability. This criterion assesses the maturity and commercial

availability of a technology. Fully developed, operational, time-proven, and commercially

available technologies present less technical and implementation risk than emerging, unproved

technologies. The criterion is assessed as follows:

S -- 10 • FStes_dlFStoua ,

where

FS,,,_ = the number of subelements that have been tested under similar site and

waste conditions, and

FSto,a = the number of functional subelements in the technology configuration.

The alternative judgmental scoring gives

S = 10 if the technology is ready to use now,

S = 8 if the technology is fully integrated, and proof-of-principle demonstrated

on another waste stream,

S = 5 if pilot scale has been demonstrated but not fully integrated,

S = 2 if bench scale is being demonstrated, and

S = 0 if technology is in conceptual stage.

10. Permitability. This criterion assesses the effort required to permit the technology:

S -- 10 • (E,,mx- LOI(E,,_ - E,,m),

where

E,,,,, = the effort (e.g., man-days) required to permit the easiest technology,

E,,,,,, = the effort required to permit the most difficult technology, and
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E = the effort required to permit this technology.

The alternative judgmental scoring gives

S --- 8 if the system probably requires a below-average permitting effort,

S = 5 if the system probably requires an average permitting effort,

S = 2 if the system probably requires an above-average effort.

11. Off-site disposal. This criterion assesses the availability of acceptable off-site disposal sites:

S = IO.VJV d ,

where

Vd = the total volume of treated waste targeted for off-site disposal, and

Vs -- the volume of that waste that can be immediately shipped.

The alternative judgmental scoring gives

S = 10 if off-site disposal is not needed or is readily available,

S --- 5 if shipping backlog can be accommodated with current on-site interim

storage capacity, and

S = 0 if additional on-site interim storage will be required.

12. Life-cycle unit cost. This criterion assesses the total life-cycle costs associated with treating

a unit of waste:

S = 10. (H- C")/(H- L),
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where

L = the lowest life-cycle unit cost based on a survey of plausible technologies,

H = the highest life-cycle unit cost, and

C = the life-cycle unit cost of this technology.

The alternative judgmental scoring gives

S = 8 if the system probably has below-average life cycle unit costs,

S = 5 if the system probably has average life cycle unit costs, and

S = 2 if the system probably has above average life-cycle unit costs.

13. Public acceptance. This criterion assesses the local public's relative acceptance of (or

opposition to) the technology. For this criterion

S = 8 if all the effluent is captured and transported elsewhere,

S = 6 if physical treatments are used,

S = 4 if chemical and biochemical treatments are used, and

S = 2 if thermal treatments and incineration are employed.

14. Regulatory compliance. This criterion assesses the degree to which process-specific

regulations (federal, state, local, etc.) are satisfied:

S=I0.F,

where

F = the fraction of all applicable regulations that are satisfied.

The alternative judgmental scoring gives
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S = 10 if all applicable regulations are satisfied,

S = 8 if additional design or development will satisfy all regulations, and

£ = 0 if one or more regulations will remain unsatisfied or if additional

technologies will have to be applied.

15. 5'afely risk. This criterion assesses the potential of the technology to maintain a safe

environment for operators and the general public. The starting score is I0_ deductions are

made as follows:

2 if high temperatures (>2000 ° F) are involved,

2 if high pressures are involved,

2 if dispersible residues are produced,

2 if highly reactive or corrosive mixtures are involved,

1 if high voltages are used, and

1 if the system is very complex.

16. Mainlainabilily. This criterion assesses the man-hours required to maintain the system:

$ = 10- (MH,,_- MtO/(MH,_- MH,_),

where

n

uH (r,R,),
l=l

where

n = the number of parts in the system,

T, = the man-hours required to repair or maintain part i, and

R, = the reliability of part i (which is a sum of scheduled and estimated

unanticipated maintenance events).
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The alternative judgmental scoringsubtractsthe following from 10:

3 if above-normalnumberof moving parts,

3 if componentsare difficult to access,

3 if components'reliability is questionable,and

2 if difficult to maintainin an alphacell.

/7, A vcUlabjlily. This criterionassessesthe fraction of time that a technology is avaJlablefor

operation. Scheduledmaintenancedowntimeand the probabilityof equipmentfailuresand

associatedrepair timesmay decreaseavailability. The criterionis calculatedas follows:

S= I0 .A ,

where

A = the fraction of time the system is predicted to be available.

Alternative judgmental scoring gives

S = 8 if the technology is simple (has few moving parts) and is easy to repair,

S = 5 if the technology is average, and

S = 2 if the technology is complicated (has many moving parts), has fragile

components, and is difficult to repair.

18. A utomatmn. This criterion assesses the ability to operate a technology with the least amount

of human attention

$ = 10 . (1 - MHIMH_,=) ,

where

MHm= = the life-cycle man-hour rate needed to operate the most unautomated

technology of the set, and
i
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MH = the life-cycle man-hour rate requiredto operatethis technology

Alternativejudgmental scoringgives

S = 8 if the systemis obviouslyautomatedandrequireslittle setup,

adjustment,or attention;

S = 5 if the systemisjust ordinaryin its humanoperatingrequirements;and

S = 2 if the systemis temperamentaland requiresconsiderablesetup,

adjustment,andattentionto achievesatisfactoryoperation.

19. Trmmng, This criterionassessesthe amountof training requiredto operatethe technology:

s- 10. (1 - T/r,,=),

where

7",= = the trainingrequiredto operatethe mostdifficult-to-operatetechnology,

and

T = the trainingrequiredto operatethe presenttechnology.

Alternative judgmental scoring gives

S = 8 if the technologyis relativelyeasy to learn and operate,

S = 5 if an averageamountof training is required,and

S = 2 if the technologyis relatively difficult to learn and operate.

In order to rank the alternativesusingtheseparameters,an aggregationproceduremust follow.

The aggregationprocedureis explainedin Sect.4.2.2.
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2.3 FUZZY-S_ METHODOLOGIES IN MULTICRITERIA ANALYSIS

Fuzzy.set methodology was developed to satisfy a need for a multiattrlbute decision,making

processfor the selection of treatment technologies in hazardous materials waste management.3 The

methodology has been published and applied to a problem of technology selection for treating

waste produced at a pesticide company

When resolving problems related to large-scale engineering projects, usually intangible factors such

as environmental quality, prevention of loss of life, aesthetics, legal considerations, and social

concerns must be entertained Besides the various qualitative factors, quantitative criteria, which

may include monetary costs and benefits, must also be considered. Additionally, often two or

more decision-making groups are involved with a specified project, and the viewpoint of all the

interested parties must be properly incorporated into any type of analysis

In order to isolate the set of the more preferable solutions, the decision makers must first rank the

different alternatives against factors or criteria which reflect the major objectives of the study. A

rating matrix will be developed and representedwith the set of alternatives in one axis against the

set of factors in the other axis A group of experts is asked to rank the alternatives in this matrix,

They can use a factor of 0 is they consider that the alternative has a high negative impact on the

objectives or a factor of 10 if they consider that the alternative has a highly positive impact on the

objectives of the study.

A variety of fuzzy-set aggregation operations are available for combining the individual rating

matrices into a single overall rating matrix R, where r,j is a typical entry in R For pessimistic

aggregation across K-rating matrices, each r,j entry, is defined as

r,_ = r,)j__ r,j¢'_..._ r,)_'J

= min(r,J'_,r,):_,..., r,j°¢_),
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where r_ is the intersectionfuzzy-set operator, Mean aggregationis given by

r,j = ItK .E.r,s'Kj

The characteristicsof the panicular problem being studied may help to determine which

aggregationprocedureto use. Pessimisticaggregationattemptsto minimize riskandmay therefore

behelpful in many situations. The best-caseviewpointamongthe interestgroupcan be obtained

by using optimisticaggregation,and for most applicationsthis is not recommended. If it is

desirable tO reach a decision based upon an average responsefrom the participants,mean
_._

aggregationcan beuse. When therearepolarizedopinions,the modifiedpessimisticaggregation

may prove to be useful. The modifiedpessimisticaggregatedmatrix is definedas theaverageof

• the pessimisticand mean aggregatedmatricesand is consequentlydeterminedas
e

i

r_ = l/2[(r,j(l) _ r,j(:)_ ..._ r,_(_:))+ (I/K j__"r,j<_:))]

For the comparisonof alternatives,different comparisonprocedurescan be usedto identi_ the

most preferablealternatives,once an aggregatedmatrix is obtained. If a factor exists in the

aggregatedmatrix that possessesthe same value acrossall the alternatives,this factor can be

removedsinceit containsno information that can be utilized for comparing alternatives.

A flexible comparisontechniqueis the dominancematrix concept. A typical element,d,j, of the

dominancematrix, D, is thenumberof factorsfor which thevalueof alternativej (columnvector)

dominatesor is greater than alternative i (row vector). The dimensionalityof L:)is equalto the

number of alternativesunder consideration,and dashesare entered for the diagonal elements

becausetheseelementshave no meaningin thediscriminationprocess.The following dominance

matrix illustrates the comparisonmethod. The sum of the kth column indicates the numberof

times the klh alternativedominatesall the others,while the sum of the kth row representsthe

number of times the k alternative is dominated by the others. Hence, the more preferable

alternativespossessrelativelyhigh columnsumsandlow row totals. Thesetwo propertiescan be
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combined into a single measureby subtractingthe row sum from the column sum for each

alternative. The betteralternativewill have the higher calculatedvalue:

Alternatives

Alternatives A_ A : .4_ A 4 Row sums !
!

A I - 5 3 4 12

A: 2 - 3 4 9

A 3 4 4 - 4 12

A_ 3 3 3 - 9

Column sums 9 12 9 12

This table shows that the difference between the column and row are -3, 3, -3, and 3 for

alternativesAt to A4, respectively. Consequently,the ranking of alternatives in order of

decreasingpreferencefrom best to worst is given by A :, A _,A !, A 1.

For each factor, a given entry in the rating matrix reflects the magnitude of the impact of the

criterionuponthe correspondingalternative. To ascertainthe relativeimportancefor each factor,

a weightingvector canbe obtainedfor a given participant. The aggregationconceptsappliedto

the rankingfactorscan alsobe appliedto the weightingvectorsobtainedfrom the k groups. For

instance,if W, representsthe weightingvectorfor the kth group,wherew,, is a typical entry and

w, is the mean aggregatedweight vector, W is calculatedusing

w, = I/K _ w,,

After choosingsuitable aggregationproceduresare chosen to aggregateseparately the rating
f!

, matrices and weighing vectors, these elements can be"combined to form a weighted aggregated

matrix, V, which is calculated by using

V=W'.R,

where W'isthediagonalmatrixoforderM withtheaggregatedweightsw,= I,2,3,...M asthe

diagonalentries,andR istheaggregatedratingmatrixofdimensionsM x N, whereM isthe

numberoffactorsorcriteriaandN isthenumberofalternativesconsidered.To selectthebetter

alternativesina weightedaggregatedmatrix,V,thedominancematrixcanbe calculatedforV.
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Figure3 summarizesthe logical stepsrequiredin thisfuzzy set approachto multicriteria modeling.

The opinionsof the expertsare solicitedby sometype of survey specifically designedfor the

problem. Next, the data collectedare transformedinto rating matricesfor each position. By

aggregatingall the individual rating matricesusing a suitableprocedure,an overall aggregated

rating matrix can be obtained. A suitablecomparisontechnique,suchas the dominancematrix
..

concept, can then be used to isolate the most preferable solutions. The robustnessof the

conclusionsreached to specific changesin the modeling procedurescan be ascertainedby

executing an appropriatesensitivityanalysis. Different kinds of sensitivityanalysesinclude

consideringweights,varyingtheaggregationmethodsused,entertainingdifferentthresholdlevels,

and any combinationthereof. If contradictoryconclusionsare reachedas a consequenceof the

sensitivity analysis,further informationcan be collectedfor the areasthat causethe conflicting

results.

The attributes and subattributes suggested for this methodology are as follows:

• performance

waste volume reduction,

hazard reduction,

operational safety,

w ease of operation/reliability,

m flexibility,

risk (technical),

risk (regulations), and

nuisance to local community;
i

• environmental impact

air quality,

water quality, and

land quality;
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• social/political

health of nearby population and/or operators,

employment,

m political controversy,

community land value, and

public acceptance;

• economicaspects

operationalcost,and

capitalcost;

° disposalcosts

transportationof residues,

landfill,

long-termexposure,

surveillance,and

wasteretrieval.

The evaluation of alternatives is conducted by giving the panel of experts a set of matrices (Fig.

4 illustrates one example) that are intended to serve as a format for determining the expert best

judgment of the advantages and disadvantages of each alternative. Each matrix contains the

alternatives as columns and subattributes as rows. In addition, space is allotted in column 1 next

to each subattribute to permit the experts to record their judgment of the weight that should be

given to that subattribute.

2.40RNL CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING PROCESS TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS 4

In response to the need for a comprehensive and consistent approach to the complex issue of

mixed waste management, a generalized methodology for remediation of a mixed waste site was
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developed. 4 The methodology is based on requirements set forth in CERCLA and in the Resource

Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and incorporates "lessons learned" from process design,

remediation methodologies, and remediation projects. The methodology was applied to the

treatment of 32,000 drums of mixed waste sludge at the Oak Ridge K-25 Site.

Process technology options were developed and evaluated, first with regard to meeting system

requirements and then with regard to CERCLA performance criteria. Configuration options were

established as a top-level block flow diagram and are assessed by comparison with system

requirements. Process technology options were developed to define specific technologies or

requirements for each "block" within the "configuration option" flow diagram. Functional and

operating requirements were established for each block or functional subelement. Alternatives are

further screened against these performance requirements. The result is an engineered system that

meets system as well as functional and operating requirements.

The criteria for assessing process technology options were grouped into three broad categories:

effectiveness, implementability, and cost. Formulas were developed for each performance criterion

to quantitatively evaluate process technology options. Criteria for the "development and screening

of alternatives" are discussed in Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 300.430.

2.4.1 Process Effectiveness

The formula and definition for calculating the score for each process options are as follows:

1. Volume reduction. It is calculated as volume reduction of primary waste stream:

Volume reduction = I - Vo I Vi ,

where

Vo = volume of output material, and

V, = volume of waste input stream.
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2. Compliance to A RARs. It takes into account releases to the environment as fraction of

allowable release'

Compliance ffi1 - (Aa_/Aaa,._)'

where

A,, = actual concentration of pollutant of concern, and

A_,_,,, = allowable concentration of pollutant of concern.

3. Secondary waste generation. This criterion takes into consideration the amount of

contaminated material as compared with input volume:

Secondarywaste= ViV, ,

where

V, = volume of secondary waste generated.

V_ = volume of waste input stream.

4. Throughput. Throughput takes into consideration the time required to process per unit of

waste remediated:

Throughput= I - Kj •7",I)_,

where

T, = time to remediate the waste, years,

V, = volume of waste input stream, and

K, = site-specific constant to force the performance measure be between 0 and 1,

m3/year.
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5. Effective benefit. This represents the time required to process 50% of the waste:

Effective I:)(m¢fit= 1- TJT,,uu ,

where

Th = time to remediate 50% of the waste, years, and

7'.,. = maximum time allowed for the remediation process, years.

6. Risk to employees. This estimates the proportional risk to employees with/without process:

Risk to employees = 0,2 Rne/Re ,

where

R._,= quantified risk without process, and

Rp = quantified risk with process.

7. Environmentpublic health. This estimates risk to public with/without process:

Environment,publicheath =0.2 .M,_IMc ,

where

M¢p = toxic content of processed waste input, and

Me = potential toxic loss to environment.

2.4.2 Process implementability

The formulas for assessing performance criteria for process implementability are as follows:

1. Permits. This calculates the number of permits required:

Permits= llNp,
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where

Np = number of permits required.

2. Industrial availability. This estimates the ability of the subcontractor to supply required

equipment:

J

Industrial availability = F_IFt ,

where

F, = commercial off-the-shelf functional subelements,

F, = total functional subelements.

3. Simplicity of design. This calculates the number of functional elements:

Simplicity = Ft .

4. Robustness. This calculates the ability of the system to process a range of inputs without

affecting system operations or product quality:

Robustness - NoJN o ,

where

No_ = number of predefined influent characteristics that do not have significant

potential to affect system performance, and

No = number of predefined influent characteristics the system will be required to

process.

5. Implementation risk. This criterion calculates the scheduled time from approval of contract

to beginning of operation:

Implementation risk -- 1 - Td30,
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where

Tc = time to begin remediation after contract award, years, and

30 = time to complete remediation, years

6. Technical risk. Technical risk estimates the ratio of the number of subelements demonstrated

in both actual and similar environments to the total number of subelements:

Technical risk -"(¢d + 0.75 "C,)IF,,

where

Cd = number of demonstrated subelements,

C, = number of similar demonstrated subelements, and

Ft = total functional subelements.

7. Demonstrability. This estimates the subelements not demonstrated before full-scale

implementation:

Demonstrability = 1 - CJ F t ,

where

C, = number of subelements that cannot be demonstrated.

8. Implementation time. This estimates the time from identification of problem to completion of

operations:

Implementationtime = 1 - T_lTm_,

where

T, = time from identification of problem to completion of operations, and

Tm_ = time allowed for completion of operations.
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9. Future disposal. This criterion estimates the fraction of waste that will be difficult to reprocess:

_tur¢_ = 1 - VJ Vo ,

where

V,,,, = volume of waste that will be difficult to reprocess.

2.4.3 Cost-Effectiveness

The formulas for assessing performance criteria for process cost-effectiveness are as follows:

1. Implementation cost. This formula estimates the cost per unit volume of waste treated:

Implementationcost = 1 - C_IC_,

where

C,,, = cost of subcontractor or capital and operating cost plus institutional costs

(e.g., project management, documentation), and

C,,,,_ = maximum lifecycle cost of all processes initially considered.

2. Complexity of operations--automation. This estimates the number of hours per hour of

operation.

Complexity--automation = 1 - O/L,

where

O = operation hours, and

L = operational labor hours.
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3. Complexity of operations--trcaning. This formula estimates the fraction of staff that require

specialized training or experience to operate the system:

Complexity--training - 1 - SEIS,

where

SE = staff requiring specialized training or experience,

S = total operational staff.

2.$ DECISION-METHODOLOGY EFFORT BETWEEN FEDERAL AGENCIES AND THE

WESTERN GOVERNORS' ASSOCLATION s

A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between federal agencies and the Western Governors'

Association has the intent of establishing a more cooperative approach to the development of

technical solutions to the environmental restoration and waste management problems shared by the

states, commercial entities, and the federal government. To carry out the MOU, a federal advisory

group known as the Developing On-Site Innovative Technologies (DOIT) Committee was formed.

A critical element in achieving the goals of the DOIT Initiative is developing criteria to facilitate

site selection and technologies. Because selection decisions are fundamental to the success of the

initiative, the general working group developing the selection criteria represents a cross section of

industry, public interest groups, and federal and state representatives. These criteria and other

requirements in the Stakeholder Involvements Plan will be used to request and evaluate proposals

for cooperative demonstrations. In general terms, DOIT would include the following criteria

categories: needs, public acceptance, technical, cost/benefit, and business management.

Needs. This category includes the following:
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. Responsivenessof the site'sproposalto the federal and stateneedsas defined in the

StakeholderInvolvementPlan. Bias shouldbe in favor of action,not study.

• Maturity and characterof the problem.

• Overall protectionof humanhealth andthe environment.

• Schedulerequirements.

• Performancerequirements.

• Site and problem selectionthat are representativeof

the geographicregion,

the waste streamspresentin the region

siteownership,and

-- applicability for useat other sites.

• Demonstratedunderstandingof the problemsand technologyrequirements.

Public acceptance. This categoryincludes the following:

• Acceptability of the plan and schedules by the stakeholder, particularly regulators.

• Adequacy of stakeholder involvement.

Technical The technicalcategoryincludesthe following:

• Potentialfor successfulpermittingand regulatoryacceptance.

• Adequacyof technologydemonstrationincludingaddressingtechnicaluncertainties.

• Adequacyof safety and National EnvironmentalPolicy Act (NEPA) requirementsbeyond

thoserequiredby permits.

• Likelihoodof early success(implementability).

• Short-termeffectiveness.

• Long-term effectivenessand permanence.

• Reductionof toxicity, mobility, and volume throughtreatment.

• Adequacyof testplanningand quality assuranceapproach.
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• Potential for commercializationand use(if successful)by othersiteswithin the western

states.

. Compliancewith chemical-specificand r_n,edial action-specificARARs.

Cost/Benefit. Cost/benefitincludesseveralfactorsas follows:

• Work-force adequacy,

• Approach to cost/benefitanalysisofpotential technologysolution.

• Cost also becomesa consideration to commercialstakeholderin assessingthe potential

returnon investment(i.e., profitability).

• Cost will be consideredby eachagencyfunding a specificproposal.

BusinessMm_agement. This categoryincludesthe following:

• Adequacyof proposedmanagementplan.

• Commitmentof management(resources,facilities,people,etc.).

• Approachto procurement.

• Experiencesof managementorganization.

Basedon thesecriteria categories,DOlT is consideringa selectioncriteria element list that is

currentlyevolving dynamicallythat would includeamongothersthe following items:

• land disposal restriction compliance;

• pretreatment requirements;

• processcomplexity;

• technologymaturity;

• applicability;

• radioactivecontaminationcontrol;

• COSt;
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. permitability;

• flexibility;

• maintainability;

• safety risk;

• effluent;

• throughput;

• final wasteform;

• criticality control;

• supportof federal,state,and local government;

• statisticaleffectivenessof the technology;

• adequate access to contamination;

• geology;

• potential adverse affects to public healthandenvironment;

• cleanuptime frame;

• demonstrability;

• robustness;

• permanenceof remediation;and

• emissioncontrols.

2.6 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY DEVELOPED AT THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

LABORATORY 6

PNL has developedPhase I of a three-phasedstudy to supportevaluation of new clean up

technologiesfor federalfacilities. It directlysupportsthe Volatile OrganicCompounds(VOCs)-

Arid Site IntegratedDemo=lstrationbeing conductedat the Hanford Site. The purposeof the

activity, sponsoredand directedby DOE's OTD is to developanddemonstratenew technologies

for cleaning up carbon tetrachlorideand other VOCs in soils and groundwater. Ultimate

deployabilityof these innovativetechnologieswill be the measureof success.PhaseI of the
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institutional assessmenttaskfocuseson gathering ttanford stakeholderinput on how to evaluate

technologies. Phase[] will involve stakeholdersapplyingthe technologyevaluationcriteria to

actual demonstrationtechnologies In PhaseIll, the task will evaluatestakeholderacceptability

of innovativetechnologiesatotherDOE candidatesites Only i£ a technologyperformseffectively

during demonstrationand is acceptedby the regulatory community and the public, can it be

recommendedfor deployment.

Phase I consisted of a seriesof stakeholder interviews and two stakeholderworkshops,both

designedto receive input about the criteria to be used to evaluate innovative technologies.

Approximately 40 people were interviewed They included representativesof the following
i

categories:

• Regulatoryagencies,

• Federal, state,and local governments,

• Native American tribes,

• Public interestgroups,

• Businessandlabor groups,

• Agriculture,

• Education,

• Industry,

• DOE site contractors,and

• Hanford retirees

The purposeof the interviews was to obtain stakeholder input on the important factors in

evaluatingnew cleanuptechnologies A setof draft technologyevaluationcriteriaservedas the

basisfor discussion The interviewsthus focusedon definingevaluation criteria and discussing

ways to evaluatetheir relative importance As preparation,the team prepareddraft technology

evaluationsto useas a basis for discussion The discussionwas open-ended,thus encouraging

wide-ranging input on technologyevaluation criteria and values After the interviews were
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completed,intervieweeswere given an opportunity to review the resultsof their interviewsand

provide additionalinformationif desired.

Then two stakeholderworkshopswere plannedto discussthe reviseddraft technologyevaluation

criteria. Discussiongroups were formed. Each discussiongroup was assigneda facilitator.

Participantswere askedto expresstheir understandingof the draft criteria, to suggestchangesor

new criteria, and to providean understandingof what shouldbe consideredin evaluatingnew

technologies. Participantsalso completeda brief exercise designedto evaluate the relative

importanceof the criteriato eachindividual.

The background of the people interviewed included a significant level of familiarity with issues

of Hanford cleanup. In most cases the individuals interviewed have participated in public outreach

activities, regulatory oversight functions, advisory roles, technical activities, or other capacities in

relation to the facility.

Based on the results of the workshops as well as on the earlier developmental work of the

interviews, a recommendedrevisedset of technology evaluation criteria was developed. The

criteria are intendedfor usein PhaseII to testtheir applicability,usefulness,and ability to evaluate

the issuesrelated to regulatory and public acceptability of deployability of different cleanup

technologies.

PNL has groupedthe evaluationcriteria elements in different categories. Effectivenessis oneof

the primary categories. It includesperformance,cost,andtime. The elementsthat comprisethe

performancecriterion includeremaining contamination,processwaste,practicality, and whether

the technology "works" or functions as intended. The criterion for remaining contamination

refersto, for example,the 1% remaining after 99% effective groundwatertreatmenttechniqueis

completed. The remainingcontaminationis to be measuredaccordingto how much contaminant

mobility, volume,andtoxicity are reducedby the technology.
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The criterion for process waste refers to waste produced by the technology itself, or the process

of its application. The status of the waste can be assessed, including consideration of waste

mobility, volume, degree of hazard represented by the character of the waste, and recycle potential.

Waste treatment requirements needed to address a given technology's residuals can be assessed,

and the availability of the needed treatment technology defined. Requirements for decontamination

and decommissioning (D&D) of a technology and the resulting waste can be evaluated. The

technology can also be evaluated according to the need for waste disposal and whether such

disposal capacity is available. The nature of available disposal (e.g., landfill versus more

progressive disposal method) should also be considered.

Practicality is defined by several criteria. It assesses whether use of a given technology will

preclude or foreclose future cleanup options. It evaluates whether a technology is reliable and can

be expected to operate with minimal operational problems and production downtime. Versatility

of the technology to address other types of contamination in other media or at other locations can

also be assessed.

Cost is addressed by this methodology. Two elements that comprise the cost criterion include

technology startup cost and operations and maintenance cost.

Time is an important criterion. Time includes the length of time until the technology is available,

the speed or rate at which the technology operates, and the total time needed to achieve the given

objectives.

Environment, safety, and health (ES&H) is another category defined in this methodology. This

category includes worker safety, public health and safety, and environmental impacts. The criteria

for evaluating a technology according to its worker-safety aspects include the level of exposure of

workers to hazardous materials or other hazards resulting from use of the technology, the physical

requirements of developing and operating the technology, and the number of workers required.
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Public health and safety is intended to refer to all those people who are not workers at the facility.

Public health and safety aspects of a given technology can be evaluated based on the number, type,

and severity of accidents postulated to occur related to that technology's development, operation,

and decommissioning.

Environmental impacts include any effects on the ecology of the remediation site. For example,

wildlife, vegetation, air, water, soil, and people, and aesthetic impacts such as visual impacts and

noise.

Sociopolitical interest is another category defined by this methodology. Criteria attached to this

category include (a) public perceptions of a technology, (b) tribal rights and future land uses

associated with technology demonstration and deployment, and (c) socioeconomic interests.

Public perception evaluates the reputation of the proponent of a technology. This may apply to

a government agency, a national laboratory, an academic institution, a contractor firm, or a private

industry partner. The degree of familiarity of a technology and its use are key factors affecting

public perception of a given technology.

Tribal rights and future land uses evaluates the Native American values related to the land offering

criteria for evaluating alternative cleanup technologies.

Socioeconomic interests evaluates the effects of a technology or suite of technologies on the

economic base of the community, including fiscal as well as less tangible impacts. Impacts may

include local infrastructure requirements (e.g., sewer, fire protection, etc.), labor force turnover (if

new or different capabilities are needed), housing values, or other factors. Availability of the

required labor force can be evaluated for different technologies, including the need for personnel

training.
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Regulatory objectives are another category defined by the methodology. It includes compatibility

with facility cleanup milestones, regulatory infrastructure and track record, and regulatory

compliance.

Compatibility with cleanup milestones evaluates the ability of a technology to support compliance

with cleanup milestones and involves assessing its ability to contribute to meeting the regulatory

cleanup requirements that have been established for a given site, in a time frame and in compliance

with standards that would be applied in any other remediation situation. Regulatory

infrastructure/track record evaluates the experience of regulators with a specific technology or a

similar technology that may result in the regulators being predisposed to find the technology

acceptable. The number and complexity of the regulatory programs that apply to a given

technology should be evaluated. Regulatory compliance evaluates the ability of a technology or

suite of technologies to achieve regulatory cleanup standards and to maintain an ongoing protection

of public and worker health and safety and the environment. Compatibility with state waste

management priorities is part of this criterion as is compliance with NEPA. The level of

uncertainty associated with regulatory compliance is also a factor that affects the measurement of

this criterion.

A summary of the attributes for each category proposed by PNL is listed in Sects. 2.61-2.6.3.

2.6.1 Effectiveness

PERFORMANCE

Remaining Contamination

Contaminant Mobility Reduction

Contaminant Volume Reduction

Contaminant Toxicity Reduction

Process Waste

Status of Waste
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Mobility

Volume

Hazard

Recyclability

Treatment

Needed

Available

Decontamination/Decommissioning

Disposal

Needed

Available

Practicality

Foreclose future options

Reliability

Failure control

Ease of use

Infrastructure

Versatility

System compatibility

Off-The-shelf

procurement ease

Maintainability

Safety measures

COST

Start-up cost

Operations and maintenance cost

Life-cycle cost
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TIME

Years until available

Speed/rate

Years to finish

2.6.2 Environment, Safety, and Health

WORKER SAFETY

Exposure to hazardous materials/hazards

Physical requirements

Number of people required

PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY

Accidents

Routine releases

Transportation

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Ecological impacts

Aesthetics

Natural resources

Energy demands

2.6.3 Sociopolitical Interests

PUBLIC PERCEPTION

Proponent reputation

Famil iarity/understandability
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TRIBAL RIGHTS/FUTURE LAND USES

Capacity for unrestricted use

Terrestrial, aquatic
o

SOCIOECONOMIC INTERESTS

Economic impacts

Labor force demands

2.6.4 Regulatory Objectives

A Workshop on Compatibility with Cleanup Milestones, Regulatory Infrastructure/Track Record,

and Regulatory Compliance has been proposed as part of the methodology.

Workshop participants and interviewees have recognized the difficulty of developing such a set

of measurable, precise criteria at this stage. It is recognized that the set of criteria listed in Sects.

2.6.1-2.6.4 include some that are relatively easy to measure and define.

The usefulness of these criteria will only be demonstrated when they are actually applied to a set

of cleanup technologies. This is the objective of Phase II of the institutional assessment task. It

was suggested that a series of small working sessions be conducted, bringing in representatives of

the stakeholder groups as well as program personnel with technical resource capabilities. The

results of the small group sessions during the workshops confirmed that a small, focused group can

best grasp and discuss the complex elements of evaluating cleanup technologies. Phase II outreach

activities should provide valuable insights into how workable and applicable the criteria are to

actual evaluation of new technologies.



3. CONSIDERATIONS IN SELECTING A DECISION METIIODOLOGY

Requirements for selecting a decision methodology for technology selection must conform to

specific needs within MWIP, These needs have been addressed to some extent in the TASRs

provided by the different technical support groups. Almost without exception, every report has

pointed to some set of criteria elements that the respective members would like to match their

technologies against in order to make an appropriate decision. Section 3.1 describes the specific

interest of the different technical support groups in terms of considering criteria elements. Section

3.2 describessome of the CERCLA-suggested decision elements,

3.1 DECISION CRITERIA SUGGESTED BY THE TECHNICAL SUPPORT GROUPS

3.1.1 Chemical/Physical Treatment System Technical Support Group 7

The methodology suggestedby the Chemical/Physical Treatment System Technical Support Group

to perform trade-off studiesand evaluate the proposed equipment and technology is based mainly

on the LANL study.7 A listing of the decision elements is as follows:

• capital cost-affecting factors

m scale of operation,

design reliability (safety factors),

w necessity of a pilot plant, and

number of steps required;

• operation cost-affecting factors

maintenance costs,

53
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-- energy requirements, and

separation efficiency and decontamination factor;

• primary pollutant removal

-- be able to remove the required species or component,

-- meet waste discharge requirements,

-- meet the requirements of the final form process to comply with the LDR, and

-- meet all regulatory and effluent standards and requirements for permitting;

• secondary waste generation and volume reduction: include ability to entrain the radioactive

components into a waste residual that will go to final forms processing rather than to

incinerator and potentially end up in the off-gas system;

• safety

contamination control and

inherent hazard;

• versatility (i.e., capability to respond to changing requirements);

• experience/maturity (ie, degree to which the technology can be developed, tested, and made

ready for operation);

• simplicity/operability

smaller number of pretreatment steps and

reliability and maintainability;

• throughput:

-- equipment or system throughput adequate to meet system requirements;
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• acceptability

-- regulatorycompliance,

-- easily permitted,and

-- communityacceptance.

In addition, the Chemical/PhysicalTechnicalSupportGroup, using the previouselementsas a

basis,has developeda sortof databaseof technologiesin which the elementsto check for the

demonstratedperformanceof the technologyare as follows:

• technologystatus,

• reliability and maintenancerequirements,

• secondarywastestreams,

• separationefficiency,

• safety and health,

• operational complexity,

• globe-box capability,

• environmental impact, and

• cost of technology.

3.1.2 Final Waste Forms Technical Support Group_

In generalterms, the Final Waste FormsTSG assumesthat DOE would not immediatelypursue

thedelistingoption,and, therefore,that the wasteform performancecriteria wouldhaveto include

compliancewith the regulatorycriteriafor characteristic,listed,and land-bannedwastes,s Among

the elementsthisgroup hasselectedas desirableto considerare the following:

• long-term durability of the waste form in the disposal setting and

, the desired properties of final waste form

compositional flexibility,
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-- minimalvolumeincrease,and

-- low unitcost.

In terms of performancecriteria, this groupsuggestedthe following elements:

• compressionstrength,

, resistanceto thermal cycling,

• radiationstability,

• chemicaldurability,

• gasgeneration,

• biologicalstability,

• leach resistance,

• free liquid,

• hydraulic paramt:ter,

• RCRA compliance,

• immersion,and

• full-scaledemonstration.

The mainemphasisinevaluationwillconsider

• whether the technologyhasbeenextensivelytestedon specificprocess components,

• whether the technology is found to be effective (high waste ioadings with minor

preprocessingrequired),

• whethera small fractionof original volume is in the secondarywastestream,and

• whether it is documentedthat the technology has passedthe Toxicity Characteristic

LeachingProcedure(TCLP).
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In additionthisgrouphasdefined its databaseof processesconsidering

• capabilities,

• versatility,and

• developmentalstatus.

3.1.3 Waste Destruction and Stabilization Technical Support Group9

The WasteDestructionand Sabilization TechnicalSupportGroup group acknowledgesthat DOE

hasestablishedgeneralcriteria that successfultreatmenttechnolog=esmustachievefor social and

politicalacceptability,v The technologiesmustbe cost-effect=re,andfinal wasteforms mustmeet

or exceedall applicableDOE, U. S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (EPA), andstateregulatory

requirements.In theopinion of thisgroup,sometechnologydeveloperslosesightof itemslike

. manufacturability,

• costcontainment,

• operability,

• materialsof construction,and

• marketfor technology.

The group suggeststhat the technologiesmust be able to conform to minimum performance

requirements. Items makingup thisability are as follows:

• Waste acceptancecntena

What are the feed compositionsandformsthat can be acceptedby this process,and what

fractionof the total mixed wastestreamdoesthis represent?

• Process effectiveness

How well does the technology perform, and what are the anticipated advantages over

existing alternatives?
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. Secondary waste

What are the natureandquanttty of any secondarywaste?

• Off-gascomposltton

What are the natureand quantity of off-gas producedby theprimary technology?

• ALA RA concerns

These concerns include the reliability and maintainability of the technology while treatin$

potentially highly radioactive and toxic waste streams.

Consequently, the technologyshouldminimize buildupof hazardousmaterialsin theprocess, it

must require minimum personnel. It must be adaptableto remote operation in the case of

penetratingradiationand treatmentof alpha-contaminatedwastes.

• Permttability

This ts a time-consumingand costlyprocess;pursuitof an alternatetechnology that may

offer regulatoryand public acceptanceadvantagesin additionto technicaladvantagesis

justified.

. Risk assessment

Analysis will determnnethe rtsks associatedwith implementnngand operatingfacilities

incorporatinga l_iventechnology

• CosvBenefU analysts

A life-cycle cost breakdown will be performed, the depth of the analysis being dependent

on the maturity of the technology development and the level of uncertainty in the key

elements of the analysis.

• Compatibility of an integrated process system

This will focus on the ultimate requtrements to interface acceptably with front-end

handling, generation of final waste forms, and second-stage destruction and off-gas

treatment to form an integrated process system.
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:3.1.4 Second-Stage Destruction and Off-Gas Treatment Technical Support Groups°

The Second-StageDistructionandOff-Gas TreatmentTSG mentionedDOE criteria for successful

treatmenttechnologies=°suchas

• social acceptability',

• political acceptability;

• cost-effectiveness;

• final waste that is able to meet or exceed all the applicableregulatoryrequirementsas

mandatedby DOE, EPA, andstateagencies;

• ability to meetthe requirementsin the FederalFacility ComplianceAgreements(FFCA)s;

and

• time-frame remediationof <30 yearsat DOE sites.

This group mentionssomecriteria that the TSG memberswere given to evaluatetechnicaltask

plans (TTPs). Thesemay alsoapply as generalselectioncriteria:

• Versmifily

Can the technologyaccepta wide rangeof influentcharacteristics?

• Permitability

Can the technologybe permittedand can NEPA documentationbe obtained?

• Technical risk

At what level has the technology been demonstrated?

• Schedule for operation

How soon can the technology be applied to an operating system?
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In addition, other elements of interest for evaluation are

• reliability,

, component lifetime,

• maintainability,

, technology maturity,

• costcriteria,

• criteria for secondary streams,, and

• criticality control in pollution-controlequipment.

3.2 CERCLA APPROACH TO DECISION MAKING'1

In responseto the need for a comprehensiveand consistentapproachto the complex issueof

mixed wastemanagement,a generalizedmethodologyfor remediationof a mixed wastesite has

beendevelopedby EPA, usingrequirementssetforth in CERCLA as a basis._'

The CERCLA process has been compared with a formal value engineering program as

implemented by the Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program, "an environmental

restoration program committed to the implementation of the EPA's remedial investigation and

feasibility study process."" Activities necessary to select a process alternative are identified as (1)

information (i.e., fact gathering); (2) speculation (i.e., brainstorming); (3) analysis (i.e.,

evaluation); (4) development (i.e., selection); and (5) recommendations (i.e., reporting).

The detailedtechnicalevaluationproposedby CERCLA addressesperformance. In particular,the

aspectsof effectivenessare as follows:
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Volume Reduction: Remedial alternatives should be evaluated in terms of their ability to

perform the intended function, such as containment, diversion, removal, destruction, or

treatment. This score assesses the ability of the system to reduce waste volume. A

measurable way to express this is net output volume divided by net input volume.

Waste generation: The same principle mentioned in volume reduction applies here. Waste

generation can be evaluated by the volume of waste matrix, overburden, and horizontal plume

as defined in the input system requirements.

Compliance with ARARs: CERCLA proposed that the user should establish which

environmental and public health standards are relevant or applicable at the site and evaluate

proposed alternatives according to those standards. In evaluating alternatives, the user may

institute changes that improve them. Compliance with ARARs is measured as the degree to

which process-specific ARARs are satisfied.

Flexibility of design: CERCLA addresses this as follows: any special site or waste conditions

that affect performance should be considered, and the design should be tailored to

accommodate those conditions. The evaluation should also consider the effectiveness of

combinations of technologies. This performance measure assesses the flexibility of the system

or subsystems after construction. The flexibility of the system is estimated by measuring the

fraction of the system consisting of replaceable COTS parts or components. This measure

assumes that systems that have a high proportion of COTS parts can be modified more easily

than systems that have a high proportion of custom parts.

Robustness: CERCLA addresses this issue the same way as flexibility of design in that

robustness is a measure of the system's ability to accommodate unanticipated inputs without

modification to the system.
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Useful life: CERCLA addresses this point because most remedial technologies, with the

possible exception of destruction, deteriorate with time. Often deterioration can be slowed

through proper operation and maintenance, but the technology eventually may require

replacement. Each alternative should be evaluated in terms of the projected service level of

its component technologies. Resource availability in the future life of the technology, as well

as the appropriateness of the technology, must be considered in estimating the useful life of

the project. This performance measure is intended to assess the ability of the system to

remain operational throughout the remediation process. It may be measured as the ratio of

the expected time until the necessary line- item and capital equipment replacement costs

exceed 50% of the acquisition cost for the total remediation time.

A vcalability: CERCLA addresses this as a reliability issue because evaluations of the

operation and maintenance requirements of remedial alternatives should emphasize the

availability of labor and materials as well as their costs. Also, the frequency and complexity

of necessary operation and maintenance should be considered in evaluating the reliability of

alternatives. Technologies requiring frequent or complex operation and maintenance activities

should be regarded as less reliable than technologies requiring little or straightforward

operation and maintenance.

Environment/public health: CERCLA addresses this as a safety issue in that each remedial

alternative should be evaluated with regard to safety. This evaluation should include short-

term and long-term threats to the safety of nearby communities and environments as well as

those to workers during implementation. Major risks to consider are fire, explosion, and

exposure to hazardous substances due to both on-site and off-site activities during remedial
l

action implementation. This score assesses the ability of the system to maintain a safe

environment. A measurable way of expressing this is the ratio of the capital costs defined as

"important-to-safety" to the life-cycle cost of the system. Labor costs are not incorporated in

this measure.
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Technical risk: CERCLA addresses this as an issue of reliability and demonstrated

performance; that is, the technical analysis of remedial alternatives should not be based on the

presumed performance of untested methods. An estimate of the probability of failure, in either

qualitative or quantitative terms, should be made for each component technology and for the

complete alternative. The user should give preference to technologies that have proven

effective under waste and site conditions similar to those anticipated. Technical risk is

assessed as the proportion of the system that has been demonstrated under similar waste and

site conditions, plus the proportion of the system that is similar to technology demonstrated

under similar waste and site conditions.

Noncarcinogenic safety risk: CERCLA addresses this as a safety issue. This evaluation

should include short- and long-term threats to the safety of nearby communities and

environments as well as those to workers during implementation. This score assesses the

ability of the system to maintain a safe environment. A measurable way of expressing this

is the ratio of the hazard index with the process to the hazard index without the process.

Carcinogenic safety risk: CERCLA addresses this as a safety issue--like the issue of

noncarcinogenic safety risk. This score assesses the ability of the system to maintain a safe

environment. A measurable way of expressing this is the ratio of the cancer incidence with

the process to the cancer incidence without the process.

System implementability: CERCLA addresses this issue as part of site conditions in

"Implementability." The constructability of remedial technologies under actual site conditions

is fundamental to the technical analysis of alternatives. The ability to actually build,

construct, or implement the remedial technology on the site must be assessed. The

demonstrability of the system is assessed by using the fraction of subelements that cannot be

demonstrated before full-scale implementation.
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Conditions External to the Site permits: CERCLA addresses this issue in "lmplementability"

in that conditions external to the site that affect the implementability of remedial technologies

include the availability and acceptability of off-site disposal sites and the equipment available

for construction. Certain remedial activities may require zoning clearances and local permits

in addition to compliance with applicable state and federal regulations. The number of

permits required to perform remediation activities is an indicator of regulatory complexity.

Off-Site Disposal: CERCLA addresses this issue in "Implementability" in that conditions

external to the site that affect the implementability of remedial technologies include the

availability and acceptability of off-site disposal sites and the equipment available for

construction. Off-site disposal may be measured as the fraction of waste that cannot be

moved to off-site disposal.

Complexity of operations--automation: CERCLA addresses this issue in "Reliability" in

that evaluations of the operation and maintenance requirements of remedial alternatives should

emphasize the availability of labor and materials as well as their costs. Also, the frequency

and complexity of necessary operation and maintenance should be considered in evaluating

reliability of alternatives. This performance measure estimates the level of automation as the

ratio of operation hours to hours of labor.

Complexity of operations--training: CERCLA addresses this issue in "Reliability" in that

evaluations of the operation and maintenance requirements of remedial alternatives should

emphasize the availability of labor and materials as well as their costs. Also, the frequency

and complexity of necessary operation and maintenance should be considered in evaluating

reliability of alternatives. This performance measure is based on the mean years of specialized

training required to operate the system.

Time to demonstrate: CERCLA addresses this issue in "Implementability" in that

demonstration time includes the time it takes for special studies, design, construction, and any
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other technical steps that may be required for demonstration. Demonstration-time estimates

should take account of precautions. The user should evaluate alternatives in terms of the most

likely construction schedule, based on experience at similar sites or on a standard engineering

procedure like critical path analysis. Temporal risk is measured as the critical path time from

initiation of design to initial operation at demonstration.

Implementation risk: CERCLA addresses this issue in "Implementability" in that

implementation time includes the time it takes for special studies, design, construction, and

any other technical steps that may be required for implementation. Implementation-time

estimates should take account of precautions. The user should evaluate alternatives in terms

of the most likely construction schedule, based on experience at similar sites or on a standard

engineering procedure like critical path analysis. This performance measure is based upon the

scheduled time from evaluation of design to beginning of operations.

Life-cycle cost: CERCLA addresses this issue because evaluations of the operation and

maintenance requirements of remedial alternatives should emphasize the availability of labor

and materials as well as their costs. Also, the frequency and complexity of necessary

operation and maintenance should be considered in evaluating the reliability of alternatives.

This is a measure of the total cost of the remediation system.



4. DECISION METHODOLOGY RECOMMENDED IN THIS REPORT

Several methodologies that have been postulated as viable decision tools have been presented in

Sect. 2. Several groups of criteria elements making up these and other methodologies have been

presented in the last sections of Sect. 3. A CERCLA summary of selection criteria elements has

also been presented in Sect. 3.2. A compilation of decision criteria elements from all these sources

is illustrated in Table I. MWIP has grouped these decision criteria into six categories: (1) criteria

used to evaluate effectiveness, (2) criteria to evaluate reliability, availability, and maintainability,

(3) criteria to evaluate regulatory aspects, (4) criteria to evaluate development status, (5) criteria

to evaluate environment, health, and safety concerns, and (6) criteria to evaluate cost. Tables 2

to 7 illustrate these categories.

The methodology recommended here consists of three steps. First, the selection criteria elements

will be determined based on the previous methodologies and opinions of the TSGs. Second,

evaluation mechanism(s) will be proposed for these criteria elements so the elements can be

aggregated to arrive at a numerical value for ranking purposes during the decision-making process.

Third, to obtain consensus in terms of appropriate selection elements and their evaluation

mechanism(s) among the interested parties, a meeting directed by a facilitator will be conducted.

4.1 DETERMINATION OF SELECTION CRITERIA ELEMENTS

Decision-criteria elements established in previous decision methodologies or developed by TSGs

may differ on certain items. However, there is a core of elements that seems to satisfy the needs

of most parties and that points towards the same type of evaluation purpose. From this group of

elements, MWIP will establish the core of the decision elements. The following is the

comprehensive list of criteria elements grouped under the respective categories:
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I ProcessEffectiveness

• volumereduction,

• wastegeneration,

• contaminationcontrol,

. destructionandremoval efficiency,

• flexibility of design,and

• robustness

2. DevelopmentalStatus

• developmentstatus,

• technicalrisk/demonstrability,

• implementationrtsk, and

• time to demonstrate.

3. Lif'e-CycleCost

• life-cycle-cost,

4. Implementability

• systemimplementability, simplicity, and

maintainability.

5. Regulatory.

• regulatorycompliance,

• public acceptance,

• conformity dischargerequirements,

• conformity to LDR requirementsfor final wasteand to

conditionsexternal to site-permits.
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4.2 EVALUATION OF DECISION CRITERIA ELEMENTS AND AGGREGATION

MECHANISM

There are two suggested ways to evaluate the decision criteria elements The first mechanism

is based on determining numerical valm,,s for these elements from straightforward formulas. The

second mechanism is based on determining figures of merit for these elements. Once the

different criteria elements have been evaluated, a global number involving all these elements in

an aggregated fashion must be calculated for every technology considered for selection

Evaluators may consider that one criteria element does not have the same importance or weight
I

as other elements. Consequently, the weighting factor must be considered in the aggregation

mechanism.

4.2.1 Evaluation of Decision CJiteria Elements

The decision criteria elements are determined from previous methodologies. _-6 The formulas for

evaluation are also taken from previous methodologiesmas well as the figures-of-merit evaluation

procedures whenever possible. The evaluation of the decision criteria elements is grouped under

different categories.

I Process Effectiveness

Vohmae red, clton. This score assessesthe ability of the system to reduce waste volume. A

measurable way of expressing this is net output volume divided by net input volume. The

evaluation is based on calculated numerical values as follows:

= I - Vo/V,,

where

Yo = volume of output material from the process,and

V, = volume of waste matrix.
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The evaluation is based on these figures-of-merit values:

E_ = 0.8 if above-average reduction of waste volume,

E1 = 0.5 if an average reduction of waste volume,

E_ = 0.2 if below-average reduction of waste volume, and

El = 0.0 if the system increases the volume of waste.

Waste generation. This scores the ability of the system to minimize waste generation. A

measurable way of expressing this is the ratio of the volume of contaminated process material

to the volume of input. The evaluation is based on calculated numerical values as follows:

e2 - - Vo/V,,

where

Vo = volume of output material from the process, and

V, = volume of waste matrix.

The evaluation is based on these figures-of-merit values:

E2 = 0.8 if above-average reduction of waste volume,

E2 = 0.5 if an average waste generation,

E: = 0.2 if above-average waste generation, and

E_ = 0.0 if the system increases the waste generation.

Contamination Control. This criterion assesses the ability of a technology to control the spread

of radioactive and hazardous contaminants. The evaluation is based on figure-of-merit values;

the scores for this parameter start with a value of E3 = 0.8 and subtract as follows:

0.2 if there is particulate carryover,

0.2 if there is metal volatilization (>2000°F),
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0.2 if there is NOv formation, and

0.2 if secondary discharge treatment is required.

Destruction and removal efficiency. This criterion assesses the ability to remove unwanted

contaminants from the waste stream. The evaluation is based on calculated numerical values as

follows:

E, = DRE.

The evaluation is based on these figures-of-merit values:

E4 = 1.0 if all contaminants are likely removed to regulation standards,

E4 = 0.5 if only target contaminants are removed to regulation standards, and

E4 = 0.0 if additional treatment is required to meet regulation standards.

Flexibility of design. This scores assesses the flexibility of the system or subsystems after

construction. The evaluation is based on calculated numerical values as follows:

E5 = F,/Ft,

where

Fs = number of functional subelements within a configuration option whose

requirements are satisfied with COTs, and

F t = total number of functional subelements in the configuration option.

The evaluation is based on these figures-of-merit values:

E5 = 0.8 if above-average functional subelements,

E5 = 0.5 if an average functional subelements,

Es = 0.2 if below-average functional subelements, and

E5 = 0.0 if no functional subelements.
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Robustness. This is a measure of the system's ability to accommodate unanticipated inputs

without modification to the system (off-design input), The evaluation is based on calculated

numerical values as follows:

E6 = NOSIN._,

where

NOS = number of predefined out-of-scope inputs as defined in the input system

requirements that the system can remediate,

N_,,_ = number of predefined out-of-scope inputs defined in the input system

requirements.

The evaluation is based on these figures-of-merit values:

E6 = 0.8 if above-average predefined out of scope as off-design,

E 6 = 0.5 if an average predefined out of scope as off-design,

E 6 = 0.2 if below-average predefined out of scope as off-design, and

E6 = 0.0 if no predefined out of scope as off-design.

2. Developmental status

Development status. This criterion assesses the maturity and commercial availability of a

technology. Fully developed, operational, time-proven, and commercially available technologies

present less technical and implementation risk than emerging, unproved technologies. The

evaluation is based on calculated numerical values as follows:

F.7 = FS,,_I FS,o_ ,

where

FS,,,,,a = the number of subelements that have been tested under similar site and

waste conditions, and
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FSto_ = the number of functional subelements in the technology configuration.

The evaluation is based on these figures-of-merit values:

E7 = 1 if the technology is ready to use now,

E7 = 0.8 if the technology is fully integrated, proof-of-principle demonstrated on

another waste stream,

E7 = 0.5 if pilot scale demonstrated but not fully integrated,

E7 = 0.2 if bench scale is being demonstrated, and

E7 = 0.0 if it is in the conceptual stage.

Technical risk/demonstrability. This criterion estimates the ratio of the number of subelements

demonstrated in both actual and similar environments to the total number of subelements. The

evaluation based is on calculated numerical values as follows

e8 - + 0.75

where

Ca = number of demonstrated subelements,

Cs = number of similar demonstrated subelements,

/7, = total functional subelements.

The evaluation is based on these figures-of-merit values:

E8 = 0.8 if the technology has above-average demonstrated units,

Es = 0.5 if the technology has average demonstrated units,

E8 = 0.2 if the technology has below-average demonstrated units, and

E8 = 0.0 if the technology has no demonstrated units.
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Implementation risk. This criterion calculates the scheduled time from approval of contract to

beginning of operation. The evaluation is based on calculated numerical values as follows:

z9- - rd3o,

where

Tc = time to begin remediation after contract award, years, and

30 = maximum time allowed for remediation, years.

Time to demonstrate. This parameter assesses the scheduled time from evaluation of design to

beginning of operations. The evaluation is based on calculated numerical values as follows:

E1o ffi1 - Tbr / T,,,.z ,

where

Tb, = time it takes to demonstrate the system, years, and

T,,_, = maximum time (years) allowed for the remediation process.

3. Life-Cycle Cost

Life-cycle cost. This parameter assesses the cost per unit of waste remediated. The evaluation

is based on calculated numerical values as follows:

Elt = 1 - Cm/C,,,_,,

where

Cm = life-cycle cost, dollars, and

Cm,_ = maximum life-cycle cost of all alternatives, dollars.
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The evaluation is based on these figures-of-merit values:

ElI = 0.8 if the system probably has below-average life-cycle unit costs,

E_ = 0.5 if the system probably has average life-cycle unit costs, and

E_ = 0.2 if the system probably has above-average life-cycle unit costs.

!

4. Implementability

Simplicity. This criterion assesses the simplicity of the system. The evaluation is based on

calculated numerical values as follows:

El_= (U,_ - tO/(U,_ - Um_,),

where

U,.= = maximum numberof unit operationencountered,

Urn.,= minimum of unit operationsencountered,and

U = the numberof unit operationsin the currentoperations.

I

The evaluationis basedon thesefigures-of-merit values:

E_ = 0.8 if below-average number of unit operations

El2 = 0.5 if average or normal number of unit operations, and

E_2 = 0.2 if above-average number of unit operations.

Maintainability. This criterion assesses the man-hours required to maintain the system. The

evaluation is based on calculated numerical values as follows:

El3= (MH_ax - MID/(MH_ - MHmin),
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where

Mx- (r,R,),
i=I

where

n = the number of parts in the system,

7", = the man-hours required to repair or maintain part i, and

R, - the reliability of part i (which is a sum of scheduled and estimated

unanticipated maintenance events).

The evaluation is based on figures-of-merit values for E_j, with deductions from 1 made as

follows:

0.3 if above-normal number of moving parts,

0.3 if components are difficult to access,

0.3 if questionable component reliability, and

0.2 if difficult to maintain in an alpha cell.

5. Regulatory

Regulatory compliance. This criterion assesses the degree to which process-specific regulations

(federal, state, local, etc.) are satisfied. The evaluation is based on calculated numerical values

as follows:

El4-- F ,

where

F = the fraction of all applicable regulations that are satisfied.
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The evaluation is basedon these figures-of-merit values:

EI4 = 1.0 if all applicable regulations are satisfied,

E14 = 0.8 if additional design or development will satisfy all regulations, and

E_4 = 0.0 if one or more regulations will remain unsatisfied or if additional

technologies will have to be applied.

Public acceptance. This criterion assesses the local public's relative acceptance of (or opposition

to) the technology. The evaluation is based on these figures-of-merit values for E,

E_s = 0.8 if all effluent is captured and transported elsewhere,

EI5 = 0.6 if physical treatments are used,

E_5 = 0.4 if chemical and biochemical treatments are used, and

E_5 = 0.2 if thermal treatments and incineration are used.

Meet discharge requirements. The evaluation is based on these figures-of-merit values:

E_6 = 0.8 if the technology meets above-average discharge requirements,

EI6 = 0.5 if the technology meets average discharge requirements, and

E16 = 0.0 if the technology meets below-average discharge requirements.

Meet LDR requirementsfinal waste. The evaluation is based on these figures-of-merit values:

E_7 = 0.8 if the technology meets above-average LDR Requirements for Final

Waste,

E_7 = 0.5 if the technology meets average LDR Requirements for Final Waste, and

El7 = 0.0 if the technology meets below average LDR Requtrements for Final

Waste.
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Conditions external to site--permits. This score assesses the number of permits required to

perform remediation activities. The evaluation is based on calculated numerical values as

follows:

where

Np = estimated gross number of permits required to perform remediation.

The evaluation is based on figures-of-merit values as follows:

E_8 - 0.8 if the system probably requires a below-average permitting effort,

E_8 = 0.5 if the system probably requires an average permitting effort, and

Et8 - 0.2 if the system probably requires an above-average permitting effort.

4.2.2 Evaluation of Decision-Criteria-Elements Aggregation Mechanism

Evaluators may conclude that all items comprising the list of selection criteria elements are not

equally important for the global result. This signifies that every criteria element must be

weighted separately and then aggregated with the other elements in order to arrive at a number

that indicates a rank among the chosen technologies.

If w, represents the weighting factor assigned by the evaluator(s) to the criteria element, the

global ranking figure for that technology may be given by

where

R_kj = global ranking figure for alternative k.

k = technology alternative,

i = selection criteria element,
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w, = weighting factor for selection criteria element (some fuzziness may be

considered in this factor upon consensus exercise), and

E, = evaluation of criteria element.

The ranking mechanism will simply order the R_" numbers in decreasing magnitude, thus

indicating the ranking hierarchy among the selected technologies.

4.2.3 Mechanism To Obtain Consensus on Criteria Elements, Evaluation, and Aggregation

Mechanism

At this point the criteria elements as well as an evaluation and aggregation mechanism have been

suggested. As mentioned earlier, a compilation of previous experience in technology selection

procedures has been prepared, and the results have formed the basis for this selection

methodology. MWIP must reach a consensus concerning this information so that the mechanism

can be applied for mixed waste technology selection without biases in the outcome. A simple

mechanism consisting of three action items is suggested to reach some consensus.

Experts in the mixed waste field including engineers, technicians, environmentalists,

administrative personnel, and others will participate in a meeting conducted by a facilitator. The

first action item of this meeting will be to reach a consensus for the selection criteria elements.

The basis has been developed in Sect. 4.3.1 and will be presented as a package to the group. The

facilitator will try to gain consensus concerning the list by proceeding item by item. Among the

possible outcomes of this meeting is the addition of other elements to the list.

The second action item of this meeting will be to assign weighting factors to the criteria

elements. It is not expected that the moderator will gain consensus in this matter. However, the

information will be handled with elements of fuzzy logic that will eventually describe the band

of acceptability of the technology rather than fixed deterministic values once the evaluation is

performed.
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The thirdactionitemofthismeetingwillbetodiscusstheevaluationformulasorthefiguresof

meritassignedtoeachcriteriaelement.Acceptabilityoftheseformulasorfiguresofmeritis

crucialtoconducta lesscontroversialdecisionprocess.



5. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

The methodologies analyzed in Sects,2 and 3 differ slightly in their application purpose, The

INEL methodologywas developedbasedon the missionof the INEL BWID systemsanalysis.

The mission identifies and evaluatessystemsfor the cradle-to-graveremediation of TRU.

contaminatedwaste pits and trenches located within the SDA of INEL's RWMC. The

methodologydevelopedby INEL providesa formalizedselectionprocesswherein technologies

and systemsare ratedandassessmentsaremadebasedon performancemeasuresandregulatory
t

and technicalrequirements.The resultsare auditableandcan be validatedwith field data.

LANL has developed a multiattribute technology evaluation methodology to be considered for

DOE programs such as MWIP ol MWTP. LANL's multiattribute technology evaluation defines

two methodologies: prescreening and postevaluation methodologies.

Fuzzy-set methodologies in multicriteria analysis were developed to satisfy a need for

multiattribute decision making process for the selection of treatment technologies in hazardous

materials waste management. The methodology has been published and applied to a problem of

technology selection for treating waste produced at a pesticide company.

ORNL criteria for assessing process tech,_}logy options was developed in response to the need

for a comprehensive and consistent approach to the complex issue of mixed waste management.

The methodology is based on requirements set forth in CERCLA and RCRA and incorporates

"lessons learned" from process design, remediation methodologies, and remediation projects. The

methodology was applied to the treatment of 32,000 drums of mixed waste sludge at the

Oak Ridge K-25 Site.

86
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The MOU between federal agencies and the Western Governors' Association is to establish a

more cooperative approach to the development of technical solutions to the environmental

restoration and waste management problems shared by the s:ates, commercial entities, and the

federal government. To carry out the MOU, a federal advisory group known as the DOIT

committee was formed. A critical element in achieving the goals of the DOlT Initiative is

developing criteria to facilitate site selection and technologies. Because selection decisions are

fundamental to the su,ccess of the initiative, the general working group developing the selection

criteria represents a cross section of industry, public interest groups, and federal and state

representatives. These criteria and other requirements in the Stakeholder Involvements Plan will

be used to request and evaluate proposals for cooperative demonstrauons.

PNL has developed Phase I of a three-phased study to support evaluation of new clean up

technologies for federal facilities. It directly supports the VOC-Arid Site Integrated

Demonstration being conducted at the Hartford site. The purpose of the activity, which is

sponsored and directed by the DOE's OTD is to develop and demonstrate new technologies for

cleaning up carbon tetrachloride and other VOCs in soils and groundwater. The ultimate

deployability of those innovative technologies will be the measure of their success.

In addition, the MWIP TSGs elaborated a set of criteria that aid in the selection process. Slight

variations are observed in the many methodologies developed by different groups, but most of

the analyzed methodologies address similar aspects in its majority. These common aspects were

the core of the methodology suggested for use within MWIP for the selection of technologies.

The set of criteria compiled and developed for this report have been grouped in five categories:

(1) process effectiveness, (2) developmental status, (3) life-cycle cost, (4) implementability, and

(5) regulatory compliance.

It has been suggested in meetings involving MWIP and EM-30 that the decision methodology

be applied in two phases. The first phase must involve prnmaNly technical aspects such as the

ones included in the categories process effectiveness, developmental status, life cycle costs, and
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implementability. In addition, the phase should include some elements from the regulatory

category such as regulatory compliance, meet discharge requirements, and meet LDR

requirements final waste. Phase one of the methodology must act as a first screening method for

selecting treatment processes. Once the first screendelivers a set of treatment technologies based

on technical issues,then one can apply the second phasethat includes some non-technical issues

such aspublic acceptance, conditions external to site-permits, and others. This general procedure

will simplify the selection methodology becausetechnical issuesare simpler to evaluate. Once

the number of viable technologies have been narrowed, then one can apply the secondphase with

nontechnical elements that are normally more difficult to evaluate for each technology.

As statedearlier, this methodology has to be approved by DOE-Headquarters for its deployment.

This report will be submitted to DOE-HQ for its analysis and implementation. Changes

suggested from this review processwill be incorporated in the methodology.
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